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Abstract 
 

An account of a second expedition to study the habitat and growing conditions, as well as to collect 

seed, of the high altitude Proteaceae in the Western Cape of South Africa, undertaken as part of the 

longer term project ‘proteas With Altitude’, which attempts to gain information on horticultural 

needs of this family, so as to increase people’s confidence in growing them and hence facilitate their 

ex-situ cultivation for conservation in the UK. 
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Background 
 

The Proteaceae are a large, charismatic family of flowering plants, commonly known as proteas and 

mainly found growing in the southern hemisphere. Named after the Greek, shape shifting, god 

Proteus, they come in a vast range of different forms. ‘proteas with Altitude’ is an ongoing research 

project which facilitates the ex-situ conservation of Proteaceae in the UK through the creation of 

cultivation protocols that can be used for restoration. In 2015, an initial expedition was undertaken 

to study wild plants and collect seeds of Proteaceae, growing at high altitude, in the Western Cape of 

South Africa. Please refer to our 2015 report for information of this. Thirty species were collected as 

seed and are now being nurtured and studied in research facilities in North Wales. Subsequent 

reports have discussed the progress being made in cultivating the 2015 collections. This second 

expedition’s aim was to explore more remote, mountainous terrain, to discover and investigate the 

habitat and growing conditions of species not yet in cultivation and to bring into cultivation higher 

altitude material. By collecting seeds and cuttings of these threatened plants, we are making steps 

towards meeting international conservation targets as well as increasing local botanical knowledge 

in South Africa. The proteas are ideally placed as a flagship for raising awareness of the issues faced 

by South Africa’s biodiversity hotspot and combating plant blindness. By engaging people in the 

stories of this colourful family we also hope to go some way towards helping people notice and 

value the plants in their environment. 

 

 

Figure 1: The National Flower of South Africa, Protea cynaroides 
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Overview, Aims and Objectives 
 

• Collect Seed of species currently in cultivation in the UK, but from higher altitude as well as 

species not currently in cultivation in the UK. 

• Undertake expedition during southern hemisphere summer 

• Revisit plant locations discovered in the initial expedition to collect seed and herbarium 

specimens, which were not available 

• Explore areas not visited during initial expedition due to poor weather conditions 

• Explore high altitude areas not included in the initial expedition due to time constraints 

• Record location, environment and altitude as well as what other species grow nearby. 

• Assist in data collection for botanical organisations within South Africa. 

• Collect cutting material of genera with poor propagation success via seed, collaborating with 

local horticultural specialists to root these. 

• Collect herbarium specimens of species outside their documented range or with 

undescribed characteristics  

• Collect seed of Endangered species both for this project and to bank in the Millennium Seed 

Bank 

• Engage with CREW (Custodians of Rare and Endangered Wild Flowers) to assess the current 

altitudinal range of Leucospermum winteri 

• Visit Robbie and Vicki Thomas in Betty’s Bay, to gain further horticultural understanding. 

• Present a lecture about the project to the Friends of Stellenbosch Botanic Gardens 

• Give talks around the UK about the expedition and the work being done. 

• Use social media before, during and after the expedition using the twitter handle 

@fossilplants 

• Write a report on the expedition for the RHS, providing a copy to Cape Nature. 

• Blog about the project through www.fossilplants.co.uk 

• Grow seed collected. Keep notes on the process and horticulture of resulting plants, 

providing this information to interested parties. 
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Itinerary 
 
01/12/2017 – Flight To Cape Town  
02/12/2017 – Travel to Stellenbosch 
03/12/2017 – Purchase provisions, Stellenbosch Botanic Garden, Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve 
04/12/2017 – Arnelia Protea Farm, Kirstenbosch Botanic Garden 
05/12/2017 – Fernkloof Nature Reserve, Robbie and Vicki Thomas (Betty’s Bay) 
06/12/2017 – Kogelberg Nature Reserve: Perdeberg Trail 
07/12/2017 – Marloth Nature Reserve: Boskloof via Tienuurkop 
08/12/2017 – Marloth Nature Reserve: Boskloof to Reserve Office 
09/12/2017 – Robinson Pass, Di and Bill Turner (Strawberry Hill, George) 
10/12/2017 – Outeniqua Nature Reserve: Kransberg Pass Trail 
11/12/2017 – Travel to Kammanassie Nature Reserve 
12/12/2017 – Kammanassie Nature Reserve: Mast Peak to Mannetjiesberg 
13/12/2017 – Camferskloof, Garden Route Botanic Gardens and Southern Cape Herbarium 
14/12/2017 – Garcia Nature Reserve: Sleeping Beauty Trail 
15/12/2017 – Garcia Nature Reserve: Kristalkloof via cut-in. 
16/12/2017 – Boosmansbos Wilderness Area: Horingberg 
17/12/2017 – Seed sorting, preparing cuttings and coastal botanising, Betty’s Bay 
18/12/2017 – Riviersonderend Nature Reserve: Galgeberg  
19/12/2017 – Riviersonderend Nature Reserve: Galgeberg, Rooiberg Pass  
20/12/2015 – Harold Porter Botanic Garden: Disa and Leopard Kloof, Meet Dr John Rourke 
21/12/2017 – Tour of low altitude endangered habitats with Rupert Koopman 
22/12/2017 – Seed Sorting, Stellenbosch Botanic Gardens 
23/12/2017 – Riviersonderend Nature Reserve: Jonaskop 
24/12/2017 – Mont Rochelle: DuToitskop Loop 
25/12/2017 – Mont Rochelle: Hunt for Disa x brendae 
26/12/2017 – Limietberg Nature Reserve: Haelhoek Sneeukop 
27/12/2017 – Seed Sorting 
28/12/2017 – Mont Rochelle and Limietberg Nature Reserves: Wemmershoek Peak 
29/12/2017 – Seed Sorting, Kirstenbosch Botanic Garden 
30/12/2017 – Seed Sorting, Robbie and Vicki Thomas 
31/12/2017 – Fly to Manchester 

 

Figure 2: Arriving in Cape Town 
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Nurseries, Botanical Collections and Gardens  
 
During our time in South Africa we visited a variety of public institutions, private collections and 

commercial enterprises cultivating and documenting Proteaceae. One of the most anticipated 

aspects of the trip was the opportunity to spend time with, and learn from, the renowned 

horticulturalist Robbie Thomas, and his wife, Vicki, an acclaimed botanical artist, visiting their fynbos 

garden in Betty’s Bay. Robbie has been instrumental in perfecting the technique of growing 

members of the genus Mimetes by grafting them on to Leucospemum root stocks. As a genus, 

Mimetes is considered one of the most difficult to cultivate, with the silver leaved species being the 

least successful. Of the thirteen species, eleven are threatened with extinction. Mimetes stokoei has 

been declared extinct twice since its discovery and currently only has 9 living wild plants. These are 

short lived species relying on a store of seed to secure their survival by germinating after the next 

hot fire. Robbie has multiple plants across three clones of Mimetes stokoei in his garden and collects 

seeds from them. Germinating these seeds has proven impossible. Unless the process of germinating 

seeds of this species and others is discovered and perfected, storing them in seed banks becomes of 

little use if restoration is required. Robbie annually grafts scions from his mature plants in order to 

keep this species alive ex-situ. Robbie has not only been able to provide plants of these species to 

botanic gardens across South Africa but has also supplied seed to the Millennium Seed Bank and 

made these plants available to commercial enterprises. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Robbie and Vicki Thomas' fynbos garden in Betty's Bay 
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Figure 4: Mimetes stokoei in Robbie and Vicki Thomas' Garden 
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Figure 5: Poster tracking the history of Orothamnus zeyheri 

The most notable of these commercial 

enterprises is Arnelia Farms. One of Robbie’s 

most significant successes was that of 

making the species Orothamnus zeyheri 

commercially available via Arnelia. 

Previously, this species was threatened by 

illegal harvesting for the cut flower trade. It 

had been listed on CITES Appendix I between 

1975 and 1997, when it was moved to 

Appendix II. In 2010 it was removed from 

CITES all together. Robbie’s work to make 

this species available to commercial 

horticulture has taken pressure off the wild 

populations. Visiting Arnelia Farms has 

opened our eyes to the extent of the trade 

of the Western Cape’s Proteaceae both 

nationally and internationally. Many of the 

Proteaceae plants sold in Europe have been 

bred and exported from Arnelia. The 

horticulturists at Arnelia have developed a 

simple set of protocols for cultivating a wide 

range of species and hybrids on mass and we 

have certainly learnt from the experience. 

An interesting point to note is that although 

Arnelia has been selling both Mimetes and 

Orothanmus to nurseries in South Africa, the general public is not succeeding with growing them on 

in their own gardens well enough for them to become financially viable long term. Arnelia is in fact 

in the process of reducing the range of difficult to grow species that it cultivates for this very reason. 

This will mean that the survival of Mimetes in cultivation in South Africa is back in the hands of 

private enthusiasts such as Robbie Thomas and botanic gardens such as Kirstenbosch.  

One of the highlights of our visit to Kirstenbosch was seeing new plantings of rare and endangered 

species. Mimetes were among these but also the Exploding Baked Apple (Paranomus longicaulis), 

the McGregor Pincushion (Leucospermum harpagonatum) and the Northern Spiderhead (Serruria 

fucifolia). Cherise Viljoen, the Production Nursery Manager at Kirstenbosch, shared her detailed 

knowledge of the difficulties the garden has in cultivating some of these threatened species in a 

garden environment. Having said that, the Proteaceae beds at Kirstenbosch are certainly 

outstanding and the garden holds the largest ex-situ collection of South African Proteaceae 

anywhere in the world. Much of this collection can be found in the Seed Orchard, an arboretum of 

species set out in terraced rows, for supplying seed to the garden, the Millennium Seed Bank and the 

general public. Cherise also introduced us to Anthony Hitchcock, the Nursery and Threatened 

Species Program Manager, with whom we discussed our project and the potential of future 

collaboration. 
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Kirstenbosch is part of a network of national botanic 

gardens in South Africa, overseen by SANBI (South 

Africa National Biodiversity Institute). Another of these 

gardens is the Harold Porter Botanic Garden, in Betty’s 

Bay, which comprises both cultivated gardens and large 

areas of natural vegetation. We took the opportunity to 

visit both Disa and Leopard Kloofs while there, to see 

the famous red flowers of Disa uniflora, perched on a 

ledge half way up a long narrow waterfall. The beds 

depicting Western Cape’s threatened vegetation types 

were eye opening. People think of fynbos as being just 

one vegetation type, however a varied geology and 

climate has split this up into a patchwork of separate 

unique types, some of which constitute the most 

threatened habitats in the world. 

The botanic gardens network in South Africa is not only 

that of SANBI gardens, there are a number of 

independent botanic gardens also. One of these, 

Fernkloof Botanic Gardens and Nature Reserve, is 

situated in Hermanus, just a short drive from Harold 

Porter. It was great to see plants, donated by Robbie 

Thomas, of Mimetes hottentoticus coming into flower 

here. The garden blends naturally into the surrounding 

fynbos where we saw masses of Aulax umbellata flowering. We were worried to find out that there 

are plans to build a road through this part of the Nature Reserve and also build a cable car to the top 

of an adjacent mountain. Another independent institution, The Garden Route Botanic Gardens and 

Southern Cape Herbarium, are located in George. Having previously visited in 2015, it was a pleasure 

to be able to lodge some of our collected specimens with the herbarium. A walk around the garden 

revealed a specimen of Faurea macnaughtonii, a little cultivated Proteaceae tree species from the 

Southern and Eastern Cape. Jenny Potgeiter, a volunteer at the Southern Cape Herbarium helped us 

identify a plethora of Erica species seen while in the area. 

South Africa’s oldest botanic garden, is that of Stellenbosch University. Curated by Martin Smit, this 

garden is unusual for South Africa in that it is one of the only collections displaying plants from 

across the world. Martin and the garden supported our project in many ways, providing institutional 

backing for our permit application, an apartment for the entirety of our trip and assisting with 

phytosanitary certificates. The garden itself, whilst comparatively small, houses a huge variety of 

species. For us, it acted as a base and an invaluable resource. Over the years, we have built up a 

strong relationship with Martin and the team at the garden. Martin will soon be moving to Hortus 

Botanicus, Amsterdam, one of Europe’s oldest botanic gardens, where he will take the position of 

Collections Curator. With historic links to South Africa, Hortus Botanicus is looking to develop its 

South African living collection. As such, Martin’s move poses a fantastic opportunity for increased 

collaboration between us, Stellenbosch and Hortus Botanicus. As our plants mature we hope to be 

able to create a backup of our collection in Amsterdam.      

Figure 6: The Vulnerable Paranomus longicaulis 
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Areas Explored 

Marloth Nature Reserve, Swellendam 
Towards the western end of the Langeberg mountain chain but before the Robertson Karoo, lies a 

mountain called Misty Point, the highest mountain in the Langeberg. Our intention on visiting 

Marloth Nature Reserve was to ascend this peak and survey the Proteaceae growing at its summit. 

The task of doing so was welcomed by Reserve Manager, Henry van Tonder, not least because there 

is talk of a cable car being put to the top of Misty Point. There is no path leading to the summit of 

this mountain and thus it is very little visited. Our route would take us up to the 1200m high Ten 

O’Clock Peak from the reserve office and then down to the Boskloof Hut where we would overnight 

before making the ascent to Misty Point the following day. On the 7th December 2017 we arrived at 

the reserve offices ready to hike, but it was already 30°C in the morning when Henry drove us to the 

start of the trail. It was due to reach 39°C later that day and so we were eager to steadily gain as 

much altitude as possible. With three days worth of kit on our backs this was hard going. Thankfully 

we passed a couple of small pools of water and some steep cliffs where we could cool down slightly. 

There isn’t much shelter or shade in fynbos so apart from this we had little respite from the midday 

sun. By 2pm we had reached the top of Ten O’Clock peak having passed a beautiful colony of the 

woody iris relative, Klattia partita, in full flower. We also passed many plants of Protea cynaroides. 

The leaves of these were beautifully long and lanceolate; very ornamental. Protea speciosa, 

Leucadendron spissifolium ssp. spissifolium and Mimetes cucullatus were also present along the trail. 

For the last of these it was significant, since 1200m is the uppermost documented range for this 

species. The trail hadn’t been extensively walked and at times we were having to push past 

vegetation to get through. The sun was blaring down on us and the going was ultimately rather slow.  

 

 

Figure 7: The upper southern slopes of Ten O'Clock Peak 
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We arrived at the hut; a corrugated tin box, as hot as an oven, with a long drop toilet, at 4pm. The 

stream at the side of the hut had ceased to flow but just a short walk away was a flowing stream and 

the most exquisite pools surrounded by yellow orchids (Disa aurata) and populated with hundreds 

of large fat tadpoles. We sat down in the water, fully clothed, immersing ourselves in the lovely cold, 

peaty water. 

It was at that point that there was the hint of the trouble to come. The change in temperature from 

roasting hot to cool caused Robbie’s nose to bleed and within moments we were joined in the water 

by any number of leaches. Quickly retreating we went back to the hut and it wasn’t long before our 

wet clothes were hung out to dry in the oven like hut. 

Having eaten a pack of expedition food we settled down for the night, although not before we 

removed two very large (the size of the palm of your hand) spiders that had decided to join us. 

About an hour in to the night Robbie woke up feeling rather ill and it wasn’t very long before he was 

unable to hold down any of the food that he had eaten earlier. For the next 6 hours the stomach bug 

that besieged him did not give up its onslaught. Not long afterwards Ben was overwhelmed with the 

same sickness bug. What started out as the most idyllic of nights very quickly deteriorated into a 

nightmare. 

At dawn, and feeling absolutely rotten, we made the decision to cut the trip into Marloth Nature 

reserve short. Our foray up onto the very little visited Misty Point would have to wait for another 

time. With just a little water in our stomachs we started heading towards the spot where we last had 

mobile phone service in order to call for help. Once we sounded the alarm we carried on in the 

direction of the reserve offices. This was a very slow, uncomfortable and even painful walk. Not only 

did we deal with the intermittent bouts of shivering but also the 42°C heat that the day had decided 

to throw at us when we were at our lowest. 

Stopping at every small kloof of running water, it took us four and a half hours before we saw the 

welcome sight of the six members of the reserve team that had been sent to extract us. Whipping 

our heavy rucksacks away from us and handing us drinks of electrolytes, they encouraged us to 

continue the further 4 hours to an emergency exit, down a steep vegetated slope to a jeep track 

below. There were moments when that walk out seemed like it may never end and there was one or 

two moments when we thought it may end rather too abruptly. On the way out, we informed the 

team that there was a couple of plants of Protea grandiceps near the hut. This was significant 

because although Henry was aware that the species was meant to occur in the reserve, there had 

not been recent observations. We were eventually met by a Bakkie (South African for a pick-up 

truck) and driven out to the reserve offices where they were on standby to whisk us to hospital. 

Knowing, however, that we were not suffering from hyperthermia, we decided to accept the more 

comfortable option of a guest house for the night to recover where the team could keep half an eye 

on us. 

We eventually left Marloth after a further 12 hours of shivering and sweating and we cannot thank 

Henry Van Tonder and his team enough for all their help. We headed east towards George where we 

would stay in the comfort of a friend’s home and take it easy for a day or so before the next 

mountain and the next adventure. 
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Outeniqua 
At the eastern end of the Langeberg, the 

climate becomes one where rainfall can 

happen at any time of year. We arrived in 

George having been soaked on the Robinson 

Pass while collecting seed of Leucospermum 

cuneiforme, only one day after the 42°C 

heatwave in Swellendam. In need of some 

rest and recuperation, the misty afro-

temperate forest along the seven passes 

road, past the Kaaimans River, was a suitable 

welcome to Strawberry Hill, the home of Di 

and Bill Turner, and the headquarters of the 

Outramps CREW (Custodians of Rare and 

Endangered Wildflowers) Group. Di has 

headed up the Outramps for quite a number 

of years and it is through our iSpot records 

from our previous trip to South Africa that we 

first came into contact.  

We were welcomed into their home with open arms and Di had organised for us to join other 

members of Outramps the following day on a walk up to Kransberg Pass. Starting on a forestry track 

in pine plantations that graded to temperate forest, so reminiscent of the Gwydyr in North Wales, 

the temperate climate was palpable. The track emerged into lush fynbos with bracken being a 

familiar constituent. It wasn’t long before we met an old friend, Mimetes pauciflorus, growing here 

alongside the Endangered Leucospermum glabrum. One of the primary purposes of this walk was to 

asses a recently observed stand of this, the Outeniqua Pincushion, higher up the trail. We were 

introduced to many local and rare Erica species here by Evie Bowen, a member of the High Altitude 

Figure 8: Leucospermum glabrum 

Figure 9: Afrotemperate Forest with Peter Thomspn, Ben Ram and Evie Bowen (left to right) 
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Team of Outramps. We were able to return the favour by pointing out the filmy ferns and liverworts 

growing in the cool dank forested seeps. Also joining us on this trip was Peter Thompson, the 

youngest member of Outramps. Peter is a keen mountaineer and a committed protea-holic, just like 

ourselves. As we gained altitude, we passed incredibly large trees of Leucadendron eucalyptifolium, 

with thick trunks easily a foot or two in diameter. We also walked through highly deteriorated 

vegetation, swamped by the tangled mass of Gleichenia ferns and shaded out by pine trees, which 

also starve the fynbos of water. At the top of the pass we found a very large population of Mimetes 

pauciflorus among the pines and were able to collect sufficient quantities of seed given its 

abundance. Also at the pass was Leucadendron conicum, Leucadendron uliginosum ssp. uliginosum 

and Protea cynaroides. On the north side of the pass, under some rock ledges, Evie found the Data 

Deficient and taxonomically problematic Lobelia dichroma. Outramps are encouraged to collect 

vouchers specimens of significant observations and thus between our own specimens and theirs, we 

were able to lodge an interesting array of species with the Southern Cape Herbarium.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Leucadendron uliginosum ssp. uliginosum at Kransberg Pass 
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Kammanassie 
To the north of the Outeniqua mountains, the climate is much drier with succulent Karoo vegetation 

lower down. In 2015 we visited the Swartberg, which rise from the Little Karoo to heights of over 

2000m, the tops of which host altimontane fynbos species. At the eastern end of this range and a 

little to the south of it, a separate area of altimontane fynbos can be found on the highest peaks of 

the Kammanassie mountains. Whilst these peaks are dry, they certainly see a lot of cold and can be 

covered in heavy snow for extended periods on an annual basis. It was this fact and that the species 

we had collected in the Swartberg were doing so well in North Wales that lead us to explore this 

region, along with Di Turner and Peter Thompson. Travelling with Di meant that apart from our own 

observations and collections, we would also be assisting with data collection for the Outramps.  

The Drifter (Di’s bakkie) made little work of the 4x4 track leading up towards the high saddle below 

Mast Peak where we would make camp. A brief encounter with the Reserve Manager, Philip Esau, 

on route saw Di step out of the Drifter to exclaim, “Oh my! That is the biggest puffy I have EVER 

seen!”. The puff adder was not on the road when we drove off, so it was assumed to have hitched a 

lift with us by coiling itself into the under carriage. When we reached camp, we were all highly aware 

of our potential unwelcome guest. Camp involved our little tent, an awning attached to the side of 

the Drifter, proper camp chairs, chilled wine and a large lasagne. Certainly higher standards than we 

are used to. Peter had not brought his tent and thus would be sleeping under the awning with camp 

tables as a wind break. The rest of the day was spent split up. Peter ascended Mast Peak, Di explored 

the track beyond our camp, while we walked back along the track we had come up. We were 

instructed by Di to take lots of photos of everything and collect a small sprig of every Erica we came 

across for identification. Along the road, we came across Leucadendron rourkei. John Rourke, its 

namesake, described this species as “the ugliest, most scruffy species in the genus”. This it might be, 

however with a small distribution and a fairly high altitudinal range, it was a target species for us. 

We also saw Leucadendron album nearby, which in contrast is a stunningly beautiful, silver leaved 

Figure 11: Kammanassie Base Camp 
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conebush. Protea scolopendriifolia, a snow sugarbush that had evaded us in 2015, taunted us on the 

side of the road with its stiff leaves but lack of seeds. Back at camp Peter, on hearing we had 

encountered this species, informed us of a large population on the slope just above camp, where we 

were able to make a good collection. Peter also brought back a sprig of a pincushion he found high 

up on the ridge west of Mast Peak. This was Leucospermum wittebergense and a very high 

observation of it too. Unfortunately, the 

plants were just coming into flower and a 

seed collection would not be possible.  

The next morning, we woke early to ascend 

Mast Peak through the cool swirling mists of 

dawn. On the way up, we found more plants 

of Protea scolopendriifolia, this time in 

flower, as well as one plant of Protea 

venusta. At the summit we encountered a 

host of altimontane Proteaceae species. 

Spatalla confusa, a matt forming plant was in 

full flower and Leucadendron singulare bore 

both flowers and seed-heads. The most 

dominant member of the Proteaceae at just 

shy of 2000m was the endangered Protea 

rupicola. There were aged plants, dead plants 

and young plants here on the rocky fire 

refuges that it likes to inhabit. There was a 

large population of it here and we would 

carry on seeing this plant all along the high 

ridge between this peak and Mannetjiesberg.  
Figure 12:Approximately 5 year old plant of Protea rupicola 
growing out of a crack in rock 

Figure 13: Large plant of Protea rupicola on a rocky pinnacle 
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Between the two peaks, we also found very 

high plants of Protea punctata and Protea 

repens. We only saw one other plant of Protea 

venusta during the whole day, even though 

we passed many suitable habitats for it. On 

reaching the summit of Mannetjiesberg, the 

highest peak in the Kammanassie, we found 

pristine altimontane fynbos, with sprawling 

matts of Protea montana alongside the now 

familiar Spatalla confusa and Leucadendron 

singulare. The sea of red flowers of Erica 

inordinata against the grey foliage and rocks 

really was spectacular, but we were warned by 

Di that this was by far the stickiest Erica and 

that should we choose to collect a spring that 

we should put it in a separate bag or risk 

everything else sticking to it. The day ended 

with an exciting show and tell of all the 

species seen by each member, including 

Agathosma zwartbergense and Liparia 

genistoides by Di, innumerable Ericas and a 

beautiful gladiolus discovered by Peter. On the 

way back from the Kammanassie, we stopped off at Camferskloof which is slightly lower down, on 

the northern side of the Montague Pass. We saw Paranomus dregei and Protea lorifolia here, both 

plants we had seen in the Swartberg in 2015, but here growing in a less cold and more arid location. 

Figure 14: Leucadendron singulare growing in rocky terrain 

Figure 15: Di Turner botanising in Camferskloof 
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Garcia Pass 
In the central Langeberg, north of the town of 

Riversdale, is the Garcia Pass; a cut through the 

mountains that allows fairly easy access to some 

of the higher peaks in this part of the range. We 

visited this area in 2015 but bad weather did not 

allow us to ascend the higher peaks. On this 

occasion, the weather could not have been more 

perfect. A light breeze, temperatures in the mid-

twenties and blue bird skies set the scene for an 

outing up the mountain they call Sleeping Beauty. 

We left the car at the top of the pass, where we 

were greeted by a troop of baboons. In an effort 

to leave them far behind, we set a quick pace. 

There was interest from the word go, with lush, 

tall fynbos containing Protea eximea, Protea 

neriifolia, Protea aurea spp. aurea and 

Leucadendron eucalyptifolium. The path was strewn with a multitude of Utricularia, Drosera and 

Dilatris species, as well as the shimmering leaves of Erica vestita. As the path wound its way crossing 

a stream three times, the vegetation became that of afro-temperate forest, filled with ferns, lichen 

encrusted Brabejum stellatifolium and epiphytes galore. On leaving the valley floor, we zig-zagged 

up a rocky slope through shorter and slightly drier fynbos, thick with eye-popping Watsonias, scarlet 

Mimetes, frothy Brunias, feather-like Restios and the candy box flowers of Leucospermum mundii, a 

highlight on this part of the route. If you were to ask us to create a fynbos garden this would be the 

image we would strive to create.  

 

Figure 17: The vibrant fynbos on the zig-zags of the Sleeping Beauty Trail 

Figure 16: Protea aurea ssp. aurea in the lower part of 
the Sleeping Beauty Trail 
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Leaving the seed collecting for the way down, 

we continued up to the shoulder of Sleeping 

Beauty, at 1000m, where we started noticing 

an increasing number of Leucadendron 

spissifolium and Protea grandiceps. There was 

also a plethora of orchid species in flower, 

which accentuated the floral diversity here. 

The higher we climbed, the more evident the 

population of Protea grandiceps became, 

slowly taking over from the other Protea 

species we had seen lower down. Above 

1200m, we lost the Proteaceae species from 

lower down completely. They were replaced 

by the gleaming mounds of Leucadendron 

radiatum and elegant drifts of Spatalla parilis. 

Interestingly, Protea cynaroides was evident 

both lower down and higher up but the 

shorter vegetation at the summit made it stand out much more here. Cresting the rocky summit, we 

dropped down onto a very steep southern slope, containing 12 species of Erica, alongside more of 

the Spatalla parilis and strangely a single sapling of one of South Africa’s Podocarpaceae. We were 

joined at this lofty height by a glider, swooping past on the thermals.  

 

 

Figure 19: Protea grandiceps on the Sleeping Beauty Saddle 

Figure 18: Leucadendron radiatum 
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Figure 20: Sleeping Beauty Summit Vegetation, including Spatalla parilis, Protea cynaroides and Leucadendron radiatum 

 

Figure 21: Mimetes cucullatus on the northern slopes of Sleeping Beauty 
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Figure 22: Steep southern slopes of Sleeping Beauty, with masses of the pink flowered Erica mucronata 

Leaving this wondrous and species rich mountain top behind, we retraced our steps to the shoulder, 

before taking a path contouring the southern slopes of the main ridge of the Langeberg. Punctuated 

by damp gullies filled with Blechnum tabulare and Todea barbara, these southern slopes had a feel 

all of their own. Steep enough that in the winter they must see no direct sunlight, yet at this point of 

midsummer, in the late afternoon rays, the Aulax cancellata, huge heads of Protea cynaroides and 

orange flowers of Erica curviflora took on remarkably vibrant hues. One of the reasons we ventured 

along this path was to try to find a plant of Mimetes splendidus, that had been recorded in previous 

years. Find it we did, rite above the path. It was very tall and very dead! We have tried to reason why 

this might be and although we will never be sure, we can probably attribute the death to either 

disease or drought, or both. The age of the veld was such that senescence is unlikely. As the 

shadows lengthened, we hastened back down the zig-zags, stopping to collect seed of 

Leucospermum mundii along the way. We soon found that ripe seeds were to be found in dull red 

flowerheads, and proceeded to check each of the plants as we passed by. Hearing the barking of a 

troop of baboons further down the path and with light fading, we sped down the slope, making a 

racket to ensure they heard us coming. It seems they were also after the seeds of Leucospermum 

mundii as the seed heads of plants lower down were strewn across the path. Reaching the car with 

the last of the light in the sky, we headed down to Riversdale for the night. Exhausted, we felt that 

the fynbos had really treated us to its best show.  

The following morning, we headed to the northern side of the pass and turned east along a dirt track 

towards a cut in, that Di Turner had described to us, that would lead to a population of 

Leucospermum winteri. This species had evaded us in 2015 and while we would have liked to look 

for it higher up, we didn’t want to miss the opportunity to collect seed from a large and stable 

population. Our previous search had left us with many questions regarding this species. Why does it 
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grow at both low and high altitudes but nothing in between? Had it been grown in the 1800’s under 

a different name? Did it originate as a hybrid between two other species of Leucospermum? And 

what did those crispy hairs, one of its main identifying features, actually look like? 

The route into Kristalkloof took us into a dairy farm where we first had to seek the permission of the 

farmer to cross his land and access the shortcut. With this permission granted we were then charged 

with finding our way out of the farm and onto the path. Farmland and its fences are made for 

keeping animals in, not allowing humans out. So, our trek started by negotiating some barbed wire 

and electric fences. Finally, out of the farm, a dirt track lead into the valley floor of the cut-in. The 

river that ran through it had been cleared at some point of non-native trees which were left strewn 

and overgrown with tangled vegetation, making progress very slow indeed. This was our first 

experience of ‘bundu bashing’, an acquired taste, you might say. The supposed path was nowhere to 

be seen and time was getting on. Looking at the map more closely, the path should have been on 

the east side of the river. So, we made a bee line through thick vegetation and large boulders up the 

steep east bank in a last ditch attempt to find the path. If we weren’t being wacked in the face by 

branches or scratched to pieces by the spiny fynbos, then we were getting caught up in the webs of 

spiders that we really preferred not to encounter. All of a sudden, there it was, a path. From that 

point onwards, getting to the population of Leucospermum winteri was both quick and easy. We had 

obviously been lead into the valley bottom by the dirt track but this was most likely made during the 

vegetation clearance and was not the one we should have followed. We found L. winteri exactly 

where Di had described them to be. Right on the top of an interlocking spur formed by the river in 

the valley bottom, in comparatively dry conditions. This may explain the bi=modal distribution of this 

species as its favoured habitat seems to be ridge lines. Collecting our seed was a simple affair and 

the seed available to us was the last of the season. Our retreat from the valley took us along the 

correct path and it was immediately obvious to us where we had gone wrong at the start.  

Figure 23: Leucospermum winteri 
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Boosmansbos Wilderness Area 
In the Langeberg, a little west of Garcia Pass, there is a concentration of high peaks which during our 

2015 trip bore some of our most interesting seed collections. Not only were these mountains 

interesting but also incredibly beautiful. The species Spatalla nubicola occurs only in this area (total 

34km2) within a narrow altitudinal band along the uppermost southern slopes of a handful of 

mountains between 1200m and 1700m. Having seen this species on Grootberg in 2015 in flower, the 

timing of this trip was decided upon based on when seed of this species would be ripe. Our initial 

plan, had been to spend 4 days / 3 nights in the wilderness area, however our previous illness in 

Marloth had left us somewhat week and we feared that carrying a heavy overnight pack for this 

length of time was too risky. Instead, we decided to climb the most accessible high peak, Horingberg, 

as a day hike, starting at 200m asl and topping out at 1500m. Having spent the night at the reserve 

campsite and obtained permission from the local farmer to access the path from his fields, we 

started this ascent early to make the most of our time on the mountain. 

Finding ourselves trying to get out of farmland again we frustratingly made a number of false starts. 

The path marked on official maps seemed to be virtually extinct in real life and whilst we could see 

where it was supposed to lead we couldn’t actually find a clear route. We entered a section of afro-

temperate forest full of a climber with barbed hooked spines that tore at your clothes unhelpfully. 

Happy to be leaving the forest, we found ourselves in thick bracken and restio above head height. 

With a very faint path on the ground, we pushed through this, traversing a steep slope where the 

vegetation was making a bid to push us off. Rounding a corner, we emerged onto a fire break and 

proceeded to walk along it until the faint path veered left. We were now on the Horingberg trail 

proper. From this point on the trail was good but we had wasted 2 hours travelling just a short 

distance. Now making good headway along a fairly dry north facing slope on a spur that joined the 

main body of the mountain, we didn’t stop to botanise much, though we did pass a large group of 

Figure 14: Protea cynaroides in bud on the Horingberg Trail 
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yellow bracted Mimetes cucullatus and the beautiful Adenandra fragrans, a citrus relative with pink 

flowers and fragrant foliage. We were joined along this section of path by flocks of screaming swifts, 

reminding us of the noise of summer at home. Once we were on the steep south facing middle 

slopes of Horingberg, the vegetation started to change, with more Proteaceae in the form of Protea 

cynaroides, Protea speciosa, Spatalla parilis and Mimetes cucullatus. It seemed that this common 

member of the Mimetes clan was everywhere on this trip yet in 2015 we struggled to find it. Getting 

higher, the vegetation got shorter and the ground got damper and peatier. Here we found vast drifts 

of Erica mucronata, with its large pink bell flowers, interspersed with Leucadendron spissifolium, 

Kniphofia uvaria and 3 species of lycophyte. The spongy paths were also littered with sundews. We 

passed a population of the Endangered Leucadendron radiatum on our way up that had some dead 

plants in it. We were surprised to find a couple of plants of Spatalla nubicola right next to the path at 

only 1200m; this is the lowest they are found, to our delight they were full of ripe seed. Spatalla 

nubicola lets you know that its seed is ripe by nodding its flower heads. Another feature here was 

that Protea cynaroides had changed its habit to a more prostrate one. We had seen a similar form on 

Grootberg in 2015 and plants germinated from this seed collection are showing the same traits in 

cultivation. Approaching the summit, Spatalla nubicola became more common until we crested the 

summit ridge and it disappeared on the northern slopes completely. At the summit boulders there 

were a number of unusual Ericas and a pretty pink gladiolus. With mists starting to roll in and the 

wind picking up, we made our seed collections quickly and headed back down the slippery southern 

slope. Down, down, down, down, we went. Past Protea speciosa, past Spatalla parilis, past the 

yellow Mimetes. Through the bracken forest, through the spiney vines, past the herds of cattle and 

eventually reaching our car, which had been thoroughly licked by the cows. That’s what you call a 

quality mountain day! 

 

Figure 15: Spatalla nubicola nodding its heads full of ripe nutlets 
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Figure 16: Erica mucronata with Leucadendron spissifolium ssp. spissifolium on the upper southern slopes of Horingberg 

 

Figure 17: Close up of Erica mucronata 
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Riviersonderend 
Between the western Langeberg and the Boland mountain ranges is a separate chain called the 

Riviersonderend. Two of its highest peaks, Galgeberg and Jonaskop, are particularly accessible due 

to service roads for telecommunications towers. We had heard interesting accounts of the diversity 

to be found on these peaks so were interested to see what portion of that diversity belonged to the 

Proteaceae and was it at high altitude. Both service roads ascend the northern slopes which are less 

steep but are also much drier. The lower portion started in succulent Karoo vegetation and 

progressed through Renosterveld and eventually into Fynbos. It was at the Renosterveld/Fynbos 

ecotone that we started finding a lot of diversity of Proteaceae. This habitat was dominated by large 

gnarled trees of Protea nitida and Protea laurifolia, but in the understorey there was a multitude of 

low growing species such as Protea humiflora, Paranomus dispersus, Serruria gremialis and 

Leucospermum calligerum. Whilst these species occur in distinctly arid areas, these areas can get dry 

frosts and so may do well if cultivated in drier parts of the UK. Continuing up the road, we also 

passed a population of Protea subulifolia, which Robbie Thomas had told us about. This population 

occurred on land adjoining a Protea orchard where both South African and Australian species and 

hybrids were being grown for the cut flower industry. The road continued up higher, onto Galgeberg 

proper. At 1100m we passed large stands of Leucadendron nervosum, Protea eximea and 

Leucospermum cordifolium. But only the first of these is truly native to the area. The others had 

either escaped from the Protea orchards or been planted. On top of this, there was probably also 

hybridisation going on which made for a very confusing and unsatisfying experience. We were very 

pleased to be able to collect seed of Leucadedron nervosum as it was one of the main targets for this 

mountain. Higher up the slopes were large numbers of Protea amplexicaulis. The foliage on this 

species is its star feature as the flowers, being pollinated by rodents, are hidden. 

Figure 18: Leucadendron nervosum 
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On reaching the telecommunications tower at the summit, we 

seemed to run out of Proteaceae and couldn’t help but feel 

that the highlights of this mountain were already seen. 

Nonetheless, we spent a windy night camping on the summit, 

next to the car, and enjoyed a walk along its ridge where we 

found a small lone plant of Protea cordata and a number of 

Protea cynaroides that seemed to have aborted their flowers 

for the year. Our overriding feeling about the place was that 

the soils did not naturally hold on to too much water. There 

was no moist peaty ground or a shale band to provide a source 

of water and nutrients. The following day we made an early 

start and walked from the summit westwards to a point where 

the angle of the southern slopes allowed us to descend. We 

reached a small stand of Protea neriifolia and Leucadendron 

spissifolium but apart from these generalists, the Proteaceae 

was again lacking. We did however pass the most beautiful 

orange flowers of Watsonia minima. This species should surely 

be grown in the UK as it only grows at high altitudes and is 

quite compact. The other very interesting species here was 

Brunia latebracteata.  

Figure 29: Protea amplexicaulis 

Figure 19: Watsonia minima 
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Figure 31: Summit of Galgeberg 

Figure 202: A vibrant cultivar of Leucospermum cordifolium growing as 'frankenflora' on Galgeberg 
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A few days later, we returned to the Riviersonderend, to 

ascend Jonaskop, not expecting much interest at the 

higher altitudes, given our experience on Galgeberg. 

Again, we passed through Protea orchards and the 

changing vegetation types we had seen previously, with 

associated species. This time however, on the dry, rocky 

slopes between 1250m and 1450m, we were treated to 

huge populations of the prostrate form of Protea 

magnifica as well as Mimetes cucullatus. On seeing these 

two species, our hopes heightened. Again, there were 

large numbers of Protea amplexicaulis lining the sides of 

the road and cascading over rocks. There were also heavy 

marked salmon coloured flowers of Gladiolus carneus, as 

well as the pretty pink flowers of Pelargonium 

hermaniifolium.  

Above this, we parked our car at 1500m, near a 

population of Leucadendron nervosum and a few large 

plants of Protea grandiceps. The northern slopes of 

Jonaskop have been botanised extensively due to ease of access, however we decided to walk the 

length of a ridge to the south west of the main peak, to a rounded mountain that looked as if there 

may be a shale band at the top of it. The ridge itself was a rock scramble needing a good head for 

heights and steady hand and foot placements. It was no wonder that the citizen science records 

stopped just short of this scramble.  

Figure 34: Robbie negotiating the rocky scramble 

Figure 33: Pelargonium hermaniifolium 
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Protea punctata made an 

appearance on the ridge 

but we could see vast 

swathes of it slightly lower 

down on an easier angled 

shale band. Also in 

amongst the rocks were 

many large plants of Protea 

grandiceps and P. 

amplexicaulis. It was 

pleasing to find another 

large population of Protea 

grandiceps, a species 

classed as Near Threatened 

due to the sparsity of 

individuals and a lack of 

recruitment. At the end of 

the ridge, we ascended a 

broad rounded peak to 

1670m. On the uppermost 

south-western slopes of which, we found plants of Protea scolopendriifolia, a snow sugarbush, both 

in full flower and holding good amounts of seed. Below these easy angled slopes, was a very large 

cliff, so we did not descend any further. There were also dense stands of Protea grandiceps, Protea 

laurifolia and Protea punctata on the lower parts of these slopes. Also, on these slopes was a small 

orange Gladiolus with distinct white markings, a well-marked form of G. brevitubus. This was not the 

last gladiolus of the day though. During the scramble back, we looked more closely at a host of many 

pink Gladiolus that we had noticed earlier. Not recognising them as one of the cape’s more common 

species, but also knowing that they were quite different looking to any of the other species we had 

seen on the trip, we decided to collect a herbarium specimen for identification purposes. On posting 

the observation of this Gladiolus on iNaturalist.org, it was recognised by Ethan Newman, who is 

researching the long proboscid fly that pollinates this and other long tubed flowers. Ethan thought 

this species was G. rhodanthus, however this species is only known to occur in a single population in 

an area less than 5km2 in a mountain range about 30km away and separated from the 

Riviersonderend by a wide low valley containing succulent Karoo. It seemed a little far-fetched, so 

Ethan suggested we contact Dr John Manning at the Bolus Herbarium for a more definite answer. To 

make a positive identification, we took a close-up photo of the leaves of our herbarium specimen in 

order to find the small hairs that distinguish this species. The hairs were certainly there. Dr Manning 

confirmed this and we have now sent our herbarium specimen to him in order that the formal 

description of the distribution of this species be updated. To have found this population and 

increased this species known distribution so near to a road and a well botanised mountain just goes 

to prove the necessity of modern botanical exploration. 

 

  

Figure 21: Gladiolus rhodanthus 
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Overberg 
The Overberg, the bread basket of South Africa, is an area of land stretching from the Hottentots 

Holland in the west, across to the Breede river in the east and incorporates the Kogelberg Biosphere 

Reserve, A UNESCO World Heritage Site. Its UNESCO heritage status is due to the high levels of floral 

diversity found in the region and certainly the mountain areas form the heart of the Cape Floral 

Kingdom. 

The area is split between rolling Mediterranean lowlands which produce large quantities of both 

grain and fruit and high mountainous areas which have cool wet winters and warm, windy summers. 

The geology and climate lend themselves to the occurrence of multiple different vegetation types of 

which we visited many. We spent one day with Rupert Koopman visiting some of the low altitude 

vegetation types in the area so as to better understand the diversity they hold and the threats that 

they face. We were able to join Rupert on this excursion as he showed a colleague, Chanel 

Rampartab; CapeNature ecologist, the botanical issues faced in the area she had been assigned to. 

This day took us to some of the most threatened habitats on earth and introduced us to many of the 

Endangered and Critically endangered species that make these habitats their home. It also brought 

us to the front line of battle in the world of conservation in the Western Cape. It allowed us to see 

for ourselves the difficulties faced in marrying the preservation of the area’s high botanical diversity 

with the needs of the people. 

Our first stop during the course of the day was an area of Agulas limestone fynbos. Species of Protea 

are not normally associated with alkaline soils, so it was interesting to see the habitat in which 

Protea susannae, a Near Threatened species, grows. Protea susannae is one of the more widely 

grown protea species within the gardens of the UK and Europe. Whilst it is not a particularly frost 

hardy species it is adaptable to soils with a higher ph. thus making it easier to cultivate. Our 

overriding feeling of limestone fynbos was the very different foliage colour palette; a healthy, 

vibrant green that stood out against an almost beige background. It took the ability to look deeper 

into the habitat to realise that although many of the leaves looked very similar you were actually 

looking at a multitude of different species from a multitude of genera and families. 

The road from the Limestone fynbos to our next port of call took us through Grootbos Nature 

Reserve and close to the famous Flower Valley Conservation Trust, a farm where fynbos is 

sustainably harvested for the cut flower industry. We headed to an area where Rupert had been told 

that a large tract of vegetation had been cleared to make way for vineyards. On arriving at this area 

of ecotonal Overberg Sandstone Fynbos and Elim Ferricrete Fynbos the report proved to be correct 

and the reality faced for conservation in the lowland areas of South Africa became immediately 

apparent. Just very small areas of natural vegetation remained on the margins of what was a very 

large area of ploughed land. Having confirmed the report, we moved on to see an area of Ferricrete 

fynbos on the edge of a road. This area was home to one of the remaining populations of 

Leucadendron elimense ssp. elimense, a species that has seen a 50% decline, due to crop cultivation, 

in the past 60 years. To travel directly from an area of destroyed habitat to a species so heavily 

affected by habitat loss made a stark point. The ferricrete soils overlying ironstone gravels make for 

fertile land in a country where soil nutrients are few and far between. With a growing population 

South Africa has to play a fine balancing act between crop production and species conservation. 
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Moving on, we stopped again at an area of ecotonal ferricrete/sandstone fynbos so that we could 

get an understanding of what had been lost at the earlier vineyard site. It was immediately obvious 

that the level of biodiversity lost at the vineyard was irreplaceable. The patchwork of small pockets 

of different vegetation types, each dominated by a different range of species, that graded into one 

another is very difficult to describe. One moment you are stood amongst scrubby, silvery vegetation 

and the next among a firework display of reds, oranges and yellows. This display became even more 

evident as we entered the Agulhas National Park. 

Again, stopping at the side of a road we stepped out of the car to find ourselves in a new habitat 

altogether. The Overberg sandstone fynbos we had just entered challenged any habitat we had 

previously seen for the level of diversity it held. This tapestry of vibrant and unusual plant species   

against a sandy soil gave the impression of a megadiverse coral reef. Leucospermum truncatulatum, 

Mimetes cucculatus, Serruria elongata and Aulax umbellata were the main players amongst a cast of 

innumerable other species. This area was younger than the areas of sandstone fynbos we had 

encountered in the ecotonal area and many of its species were flowering for the first time since its 

last burn. This youth and freshness gave the whole area a kaleidoscopic feel and we were lucky to 

have an experienced Cape botanist with us to identify the many species that would have otherwise 

left us stumped. 

 

Figure 22: Leucospermum truncatulatum 
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Figure 23: Overberg Sandstone Fynbos 

Heading off from this perfect example of Overberg sandstone fynbos we went on to see another 

example of Elim Ferricrete fynbos; this time on the outskirts of the village that gives it its name. 

Geelkop Nature Reserve is owned and managed by the Elim community and is a prime example of 

how community engagement and involvement can make a difference in habitat conservation. This 

small reserve forms an island, among the vast expanse of agriculture in the area, that acts as a 

refuge to several threatened Proteaceae species such as Protea pudens, Protea aspera, Paranomus 

abrotanifolius and Leucospermum heterophyllum. Unfortunately, there are other small islands of 

Elim ferricrete fynbos dotted around the area that will not find themselves as lucky as Geelkop. 

Our final stop of the day was a privately-owned nature reserve on a mountain called Akkedisberg. 

Owned and managed by the surrounding area’s farmer, this land sported a host of Overberg 

sandstone fynbos species alongside a handful of mountain specific species. Whilst the Proteaceae on 

this mountain were species we had come across in multiple places on our travels of the day we also 

found many plants that we had not seen before such as the vivid blue Pdeudoselago pulchra 

(Scrophulariaceae). Whilst the habitat and flora of this mountain was special the real point of visiting 

was for the vantage point it gave to look out across the Agulhas plains. The view was once a network 

of intricately woven habitats and was now a virtual monoculture of farmed arable land.  
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Figure 24: Pseudoselago pulchra 

We also made a number of trips into the Overberg with Robbie Thomas and whilst our day with 

Rupert took us far and wide, our time with Robbie concentrated on the areas of the Kogelberg 

between Betty’s Bay and Kleinmond. The coastal ‘Hangklip Sand Fynbos’ vegetation here is the 

classic image conjured up when one thinks of fynbos. Huge, wind sculpted tree pincushions of 

Leucospermum conocarpodendron punctuated this landscape of sea, sand and sky. Slightly further 

back from the coast, along a seepage line, we found large stands of Mimets hirtus. It was not the 

flowering period for this species but there were still one or two hanging on. Leucospermum 

cordifolium was flowering however. This is a species used widely in the hybrid cultivars used in the 

cut flower industry. It is interesting to note how sprawling they are in their natural state and very 

unlike the upright blooms we see in the shops. Near where the Palmiet River crosses the coastal 

road, Robbie was able to show us some of the more diminutive Protea species including 

P.angustata, a dwarf shrublet growing from a thick rootstock; P. scabra with beautiful new 

resprouting leaves; and P. cordata whose heart shaped leaves we had also seen growing on a shale 

band at over 1200m in 2015. Interesting that P. cordata can grow at both low and high altitude as 

long as it is on shale. Closer to Betty’s Bay, on an empty housing plot we found the prostrate matts 

of Leucospermum prostratum, whose orange and yellow ball like flower heads dotted the side of the 

road. Hopefully the owners of this property are mindful of this stunningly beautiful ground cover 

that they are getting for free and without any need to irrigate it. Just above the houses, along a path 

that traversed the lowest slopes of the mountains, we crossed into the Kogelberg Sandstone Fynbos 

vegetation type to find stands of the regal Paranomus sceptrum-gustavianus and also some plants of 

Leucospermum oleifolium. The latter we had seen growing at 1300m on Moordenaarskop in 2015, so 

we have now seen good representations of both its lowest and highest populations. We found a 
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population of Diastella fraterna growing in a rather rocky sloping habitat that had a well-maintained 

path made of rock steps through it. The scene almost looked gardened and would certainly be 

worthy of a gold medal at Chelsea. 

 

Figure 25: Coastal Sand Fynbos 

 

Figure 26: Leucospermum conocarpodendron 
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Figure 27: Leucospermum prostratum 

 

Figure 28: Kogelberg Sandstone Fynbos 
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Boland 
This was the westernmost mountain range that we explored and so has the most prominent winter 

rainfall pattern. The moist south-easterly winds trap moisture on this side of the mountains while 

the other side is in a comparative rain shadow. We accessed these mountains via the trails that start 

on the Franschoek Pass in Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve and also via the trails that start on the 

Paarl side of the Du Toits Kloof Pass, in the Limietberg Nature Reserve. We had also planned to climb 

Du Toits Peak, the highest in the range at over 1900m and with Western Altimontane Fynbos 

vegetation, but a fire the day before we were due to ascend the peak put paid to that. Such is the 

nature of exploring a fire driven landscape during fire season and it is always worth factoring in 

backup plans. One of the alternatives was a suggestion made by Martin Smit, of Stellenbosch Botanic 

Gardens, to try to find the elusive Disa x brendae, a naturally occurring, large pink flowered, hybrid 

between Disa uniflora and Disa caulescens. It was last observed flowering in situ in on 23rd December 

1985 by its discoverers Brenda Anderson and Dave van der Merwe who authored a paper at the 

time, on the subject of its discovery, with which we were furnished. Plants were brought into 

cultivation for a short period of time before the unusual decision was made to return the plants to 

the wild. This hybrid has also been created artificially and is cultivated by enthusiasts as Disa ‘Linda’ 

but it is not the same material. We were furnished with a rough idea of where the plants were found 

and a description of the habitat in which they were last seen. So, it was that on Christmas Day, we 

left the car park at the top of Franshoek Pass and hiked a couple of hours up to a shallow valley at 

1250m with a narrow stream running through it. On entering the valley, our attention was 

immediately caught by Disa caulescens, one of the parents of this hybrid, whose little white flowers 

adorned the sides of a small pool. We then saw pink flowers further up the stream, so along the 

Figure 29: Leaves of Disa sp. 
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stream we walked, through thick restios, to another small pool. It was a Gladiolus, and a beautiful 

one too, but not Disa x brendae. The day went on with us exploring various tributaries of this stream 

and we did find two patches of Disas in suitable habitat but neither was in flower and both spots 

were heavily overgrown, with the Disas in full shade. It is well known that some Disas will only flower 

for a few years after fire, while they still get good light and before the surrounding woody shrubs 

enclose them. The area is also being overrun with non-native pine trees, which should be removed if 

this habitat is to be conserved. Alas we feel there is probably no point in further exploration of this 

location until after a fire has gone through. The valley is diverse in other ways too with swathes of 

the yellow Erica curviflora. We also made a good collection of Protea cynaroides here. 

On a separate day, we climbed past the valley where 

we looked for Disa x brendae and headed towards 

Wemmershoek Peak, via Perdekop. This trail winds 

through fynbos dominated by graminoids, mainly in 

the form of restios. These ‘snow fields’ were 

interspersed with small areas of taller vegetation, 

mainly along seeps. It was in one of these that we 

found Spatalla incurva in both flower and seed. We 

had not expected to see this species here as it is more 

populous further north. This was not the last Spatalla 

of the day though. Past Perdekop, along a south facing 

peaty ridge we found a small population of young 

plants of Spatalla setacea that had not yet reached 

maturity. The trail then became indistinct and we had 

to simply follow the ridge, picking our way through 

rocky terrain adorned with the pink flowering spires of 

Watsonia borbonica. On making the final ascent to 

Wemmershoek Peak, we came across an area of short 

south facing cliffs with restio covered ledges between 

them. It was in these cliffs that we found the western 

form of Protea rupicola. These hard to reach plants 

had a few flowers but were mainly half burnt. At the 

1700m summit, the habitat changed to one of huge, 

wind sculpted boulders on top of a fairly flat plateau. It 

was on the flatter areas that we found Spatalla 

confusa, a plant we had also seen growing near Protea 

rupicola in the Kammanassie. These were small plants 

and few and far between. The leaves here were 

broader and longer that those of the population we 

had seen further east and sat outside the parameters 

given by their taxonomic description, however we 

have subsequently had their identification confirmed. 

Between the minibus-sized boulders we found the 

enchanting Cape Edelweiss (Lachnaea macrantha) a 

member of the Thymelaeaceae, whose complex white 

Figure 44: Spatalla incurva 

Figure 45: Lachnaea macrantha 
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flowers and pointy, succulent, glaucous leaves dumbfounded us. The plant was so unlike other 

members of its family that it was not until we showed the photo to Anthony Hitchcock at 

Kirstenbosch that we got an identification for it. It was particularly ornamental, growing next to an 

orange, long, tube-flowered Erica that Anthony thinks may be E. abietina subsp. aurantiaca. On the 

way back we took a longer, but less steep route, passing a small population of Protea magnifica. As 

we descended, we went through an area that had burnt three years ago. The fresh, young growth of 

Leucadendron spissifolium was bright green and tinged with pink, while the multitude of post-fire 

flowers was reminiscent of an alpine meadow. A truly beautiful sight! It was here that we found 

plants of Aulax pallasia, the only resprouting member of this genus.    

 

Figure 30: Aulax pallasia and Leucasendron spissifolium ssp. spissifolium resprouting after a fire 

Another of our forays into the Boland mountains, took us into the Limietberg Nature Reserve. 

Accessing the mountains from the western side of the Du Toits Kloof Pass, we boulder hopped 

through an other-worldly scree field filled with Aloes. It was then a steep initial ascent up the 

Miaspoort Trail, passing what we thought looked like Aloe haemanthifolia hanging from the rocks, 

though it was difficult to tell from a distance. The wind here was immense, and we were worried 

that if it continued in this manner that getting to our target peak of Haelhouk Sneeukop would be a 

tall order. As the trail reached a flatter area, the wind seemed to reduce, and the day became a 

pleasant mixture of sunshine with a cooling breeze. Whilst the trail was initially good, as we headed 

towards our goal we had to step off it into the flat ‘snow fields’ of restio like those on our trip to 

Wemmershoek Peak. Having picked our way to the other side of these fields we soon found 

ourselves amongst huge boulders that fortressed the summit of the snow peak. Haelhouk Sneeukop 

is one of the little visited peaks that is off the radar of anyone but the most devout of Mountain Club 

of South Africa members and certainly it seemed like its botanical secrets would not be given up 

easily to us. Navigating up through the house sized boulders was extremely time consuming and 

enough to dampen our desire to continue. Just as we were discussing at what point we should turn 

around the site of plants of Protea magnifica in full flower tumbling over the rocks was revealed to 
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us and strengthened our resolve to push on. The boulder hopping continued and revealed a slightly 

worn and fragmented path and the occasional unnatural placement of stones on the occasional 

boulder; the Mountain Club had been here before us. The cairns led us to a small stream next to 

which we found a single plant of Protea scolopendriifolia, the fourth time we had encountered this 

species. In 2015 we only saw one plant of this species, so it was good to see so many this time. 

Continuing to the rounded summit slopes, we passed the odd plant of Protea repens. This ubiquitous 

species seems to be very widely spread but mainly on north facing slopes. The restios on the summit 

made great rounded hummocks and between them we found the mirroring mounds of the Bishop 

Sugarbush (Protea caespitosa). We saw this Critically Endangered species in the Hottentots Holland 

mountains on Somerset Sneeukop in 2015 and in both places the population numbers were in the 

hundreds. Alongside this rare protea, but on the southern side of the summit, the glowing bushes of 

Erica parillis were backed by the Wemmershoek valley and reservoir. The Western Cape’s drought 

was evident in the level of the water in this reservoir and downstream from it bore holes are already 

being drilling into wetlands where the only populations of the 700 remaining plants of the Critically 

Endangered Diastella buekii exist. The drought was evident up here too though and there were 

several dead plants of the Bishop Sugarbush on the summit.  

 

Figure 31: Mounds of Protea caespitosa on the summit 
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The Process to Acquire Permits 
As the collection of seed, cutting material and herbarium specimens were integral to our expedition, 

it was vital that we had the relevant permits in place. In the Western Cape of South Africa, the 

permitting authority is Cape Nature. It is interesting to note that during discussions with the ABS 

(Access and Benefit Sharing) focal point, Lactitia Tshitwamulomoni, we were informed that our 

permit does not fall within the boundaries of the Nagoya Protocol as no bioprospecting research or 

development of products was permitted under the terms of the permit. It did however stand as 

proof of accessing the material legally according to the country of origin’s legislation. 

Knowing how long the permitting process took in 2015, this time we started earlier with our 

application process, submitting by 15th January 2017. We eventually received our hard copy permit 

on 18th July 2017, 7 months later (in 2015 this took 5 months). We were now able to start contacting 

the reserve managers in the areas we wished to visit, to get their permissions. Some reserve 

managers and administrators were very helpful in this process and particular thanks are due to 

Henry van Tonder (Marloth), Piet van Zyl (Riviersonderend), Rosanna Lambrechts and Leon Lourens 

(Mont Rochelle), and Deon Rossouw (Limietberg). Some reserve managers were completely 

unresponsive and others were barely so. Having discussed this situation with local members of 

CREW, we were informed that this is fairly normal for the reserve managers in question and they 

take the stance that they have shown due diligence in attempting to make contact. When plants are 

threatened and need monitoring, they do not see that an uncooperative human being should be 

something to stand in the way of conservation efforts. There were certain reserves where contact 

was made by ourselves and access was denied. In Matroosberg, the owners have a strict zero 

collecting policy under all circumstances, regardless of Cape Nature permits. In Jonkershoek, it was 

felt that recent fires had left limited seed availability and so further depletion was not advisable. In 

Hottentots Holland, we went through a lengthy process of repeatedly providing requested 

information. Eventually access was granted under the conditions that we have a member of reserve 

staff with us at all times, which would have been very helpful to us indeed. We were also informed 

however that the reserve staff would not be allowed to go to the high-altitude areas. Given that the 

purpose of the request was to collect seed at high altitude in the reserve and that this was made 

clear at the start, we cannot help but feel that this condition was purposefully obstructive. One of 

the things that we wanted to achieve as part of this trip was to visit the high peaks of the Kogelberg, 

an area usually off limits to the public. We discussed the idea with Cape Nature Botanist, Rupert 

Koopman, who negotiated on our behalf with the reserve manager, Mark Johns, for both he and us 

to visit the summit of Kogelberg Peak. Mark gave his permission on the conditions that we did not 

collect and that we did not visit between Christmas and New Year. So it was that we planned to visit 

on 21st December 2017. When our seed collecting permit arrived, there was a sentence in it that 

read: “This would mean day 25 in Kogelberg (as per itinerary) does not include climbing the peaks to 

see the roses or Mimetes spp”. We emailed CapeNature for clarification of this and with an 

explanation that we had gained permission from Mark Johns to visit “the peaks” with Rupert 

Koopman. We never received a response. We continued with our plan that we would join Rupert on 

this excursion as this day was not related to seed collection and thus our collecting permits. Two 

days before we were due to visit the Kogelberg, Rupert phoned to inform us that a higher authority 

had overruled Mark Johns. Our visit to the summit of Kogelberg peak was cancelled. A great 

disappointment to all three of us as Rupert himself, the only CapeNature botanist, had never been to 

the summit and thus never visited, arguably, the most floristically diverse piece of land on earth.  
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Three months before our departure to South Africa, we met with Tim Pearce, Conservation 

Partnerships Coordinator – Africa, at the MSB (Millennium Seed Bank), to explain our project to him. 

He put us in touch with the head of the MSBP (Millennium Seed Bank Partnership) in South Africa, 

Livhuwani Nkuna. Realising that we were in a position to actively assist South Africa in meeting the 

requirements of Target 8 of both the SASPC (South Africa’s Strategy for Plant Conservation) and the 

GSPC (Global Strategy for Plant Conservation), part of the CBD (Convention on Biological Diversity), 

they supported an application to Cape Nature to collect seeds of specific Endangered high-altitude 

species that were not yet held at the MSB. Our application was eventually turned down with no 

explanation two days after we arrived in South Africa. This was a blow to both us and the MSBP, but 

more importantly, highlighted the disconnect between South Africa’s permitting authorities and its 

conservation strategies. This circumstance is particularly worrying given that at low altitude permits 

are being issued to allow destruction of habitats containing Critically Endangered species, in the 

form of bore hole drilling and agriculture, while permits to conserve seed of these species are being 

refused. According to the CBD, the primary obligation of countries rich in biodiversity, is to enable 

access “to create conditions to facilitate access to genetic resources for environmentally sound uses” 

without undue restrictions.  

 

Figure 32: Kogelbay with the mountains of the Kogelberg 
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Conclusion 
This second visit to the Western Cape of South Africa during Southern Hemisphere summer has 

allowed us to observe 69 species of Proteaceae in situ and collect seed of 43 species, 16 being new 

to us and 6 being new to cultivation altogether. In this respect we have more than met our seed 

collecting aims for this trip. As before we now need to germinate these seeds. It is this germination 

process which we discovered can be the hurdle that for some species means that they are not 

currently cultivated from seed. Spatalla nubicola was one of these species and one of the main 

targets for this trip. The timing of the trip allowed us to collect plenty of good seed of this species. 

We also timed it well for collecting seed of Leucospermum winteri, whose location we learned from 

CREW, however we would have liked to do this at higher altitude. In 2015 we expected to see this 

species on the Kristalkloof hike but missed out. We also missed out on climbing Sleeping Beauty, on 

the other side of Garcia Pass due to poor weather. Our visit to this mountain was accomplished this 

time and allowed us to collect good seed of Leucospermum mundii and Protea grandiceps. In total, 

during the month of December 2018, we climbed 18 peaks and explored a multitude of new areas 

including the Kammanassie and Riviersonderend. It was in the Riviersonderend that we came across 

the population of Gladiolus rhodanthus and managed to extend the range of this species by a whole 

mountain range. Through our discovery of this population of G. rhodanthus we have come into 

contact with Dr John Manning, curator of the Bolus Herbarium. We were also pleased to also 

reaffirm our connection to the Southern Cape Herbarium and its curator Priscilla Borgoyne. Among 

the many people that we wished to reconnect with were the staff of Kirstenbosch and on this 

occasion, we were able to discuss our project in much more detail with Anthony Hitchcock, Living 

collections and Threatened species manager at the botanic garden. Whilst we were able to make 

many new acquaintances it was also important to us that we were able to reconnect with people like 

Martin Smit, Cherise Viljoen and Rupert Koopman that had worked so hard to make this trip possible 

for us. 

A couple that we met in 2015 and went on to keep in touch with during the interim period were 

Robbie and Vicki Thomas. During this trip Robbie and Vicki went much further than imparting their 

extensive knowledge of South Africa’s flora and its horticulture. They hosted us on numerous 

occasions and have become good friends. Di and Bill Turner also kindly hosted us during our visit to 

the Southern Cape region and we learned a lot from both. Di’s ability to introduce us to other 

members of the Outramps CREW group meant that we have now also made valuable connections 

with both Peter Thompson and Evie Bowen. It was during our time spent with the Outramps that we 

were able to assist with some of their rare species monitoring, particularly our records from the 

Kammanassie. One of the species we saw in abundance in the Kammanassie was Protea rupicola, an 

endangered species we had hoped to collect for the MSBP. It was disappointing to see species that 

should be conserved in the seed bank and not to be permitted to collect seed of them. Species such 

as this and Protea venusta are threatened due to the impacts of climate change and this is an issue 

that we encountered throughout our time in the Cape. The effects of climate change were not the 

only environmental issues we encountered and seeing this at first hand only led to affirmation that 

the ex-situ conservation of these unique plants was important. South Africa has chosen to conserve 

its plant diversity through banking seed at the MSB. Our work supports the effort to conserve 75% of 

South Africa’s threatened plant species ex-situ by formulating the horticultural protocols needed to 

restore the high altitude Proteaceae to the wild.  
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Future Plans and Recommendations 
With a region as biodiverse as the Western Cape of South Africa, one could spend a lifetime 

exploring the mountains and still have discoveries to be made. This was made all too evident in 

speaking to people like Di Turner. However, for the purposes of studying the horticulture of the high 

altitude Proteaceae, although we now have plenty of seed across a large range of species and 

habitats available to us, there are still certain regions which warrant further exploration. We did not 

manage to reach the higher peaks of Marloth, including Misty Point and Hermitage Peak. Given the 

engagement of this area’s reserve manager, Henry van Tonder, was both forthcoming and positive, 

we feel that a future study that includes this area would be both beneficial and achievable. Equally, 

the ridge between Du Toit’s Peak and Goudini Sneeukop, was not explored due to fire, but Deon 

Rossouw was again an ally to our project and we would be encouraged to explore this area in future, 

although time may be needed for the fynbos to recover from the fire. The top of Du Toit’s Peak is 

considered part of the Western Altimontane Fynbos vegetation type but the largest tract of this is 

found in the Matroosberg area and the Hex mountains in general. Matroosberg Nature Reserve has 

already stated its opposition to the collecting of seed on its land and the other parts of the Hex are 

very challenging mountains to traverse, so some research would be needed to assess the feasibility 

of exploring this region. The Cedarberg also contains areas of this vegetation type and is fairly 

accessible, with good paths, however we have so far excluded this area from our study due to its 

more northerly and thus drier climate. There are many species unique to this area that we have 

already obtained seeds of via Silverhill Seeds which are proving quite hardy and not suffering the 

effects of our high humidity during summer.  This fact encourages us to reconsider this area in 

future. The Swartberg Altimontane Fynbos and its Kammanassie sub range have yielded some very 

interesting species and again there are parts of these ranges which are fairly accessible, yet little 

explored and our contacts with Outramps would allow for future collaboration in this area.   

Climatically, the highest areas of the Hottentots Holland, Kogelberg and Jonkershoek still seem like 

they should yield material that would fare well in our climate. Access to these areas in future would 

need us to be mindful of the recent fires and associated recovery times as well as a need to build 

better relationships with the reserve managers of these areas. In the case of the Kogelberg, there 

are species whose seeds should be collected for the MSB, as their absence is a notable omission. It is 

our relationship with the MSB that we feel would most likely lead us back to the Western Cape. We 

have already started discussions with regards to this and have identified suitable target species that 

are both threatened and not held ex-situ. The genus most at risk and under collected is 

Sorocephalus, closely followed by Mimetes and Spatalla.  See Appendix IV for further details of this. 

Better relationships between the MSBP and Cape Nature would be needed before any such project 

took place. 

Finally, any future exploration of the westernmost mountains of the Western Cape should not be 

conducted until sufficient time has passed after the end of the current period of drought. 
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Personal Statements 

Robbie Blackhall-Miles 
My two trips to South Africa and the process of planning them have led to a number of friendships 

and it is these friendships that enriched our visit to the Cape greatly on this occasion. Without them 

some of the most difficult situations would have seemed so much worse. A realisation of my own 

ability to push personal boundaries was evident particularly in the mountains, I had to overcome my 

fear of heights and some long standing personal health issues in order to achieve some of the goals 

of the trip.  The need to conserve the mega diversity of the Cape Floristic Kingdom stood out for me 

more than ever on this trip. I was exposed to the raw end of the issues facing the fynbos and its 

allied habitats on numerous occasions through the time we spent there. To see these issues first 

hand is not the same as reading about them on the internet or in books. This conservation will not 

however come without huge social change and I was exposed to the problems faced by the South 

African people on more than one occasion too, most notably a drive through Khayelitsha, the 

sprawling township expanse, on the Cape Flats, on the outskirts of Cape Town. This exposure to the 

conservation issues South Africa faces brought the overriding outcome of the trip for me; that my 

skills as a horticulturist should be directed towards their best use, such as that of conserving South 

Africa’s flora and educating the world about it. 

 

Figure 33: Robbie Blackhall-Miles with Protea magnifica 
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Ben Ram 
As with the last trip, most of the logistical planning fell to me. One of the greatest issues I faced was 

planning around past and ongoing fires. The fire maps provided by CapeNature were very useful to 

this end. Last time we were very focused on Proteaceae but having spent more time with local 

experts my eyes were opened to the sheer diversity of other plant families in the Cape, most 

prominently the over 600 species of Cape Heaths (Erica spp). How 12 different Ericas can occur 

within a stone’s throw of each other without hybridising is beyond me; pollination mechanisms must 

form the boundaries. Navigation off path presented me with difficulties not encountered in other 

parts of the world. Dense fynbos wilfully does not want you to get through, it seems. When 

organising a trip of this nature you are unable to fully prepare yourself for the reality of falling ill in a 

remote mountain valley. This experience brings home the importance of being as prepared as 

possible and knowing how to access assistance if needed. On Horingberg we observed moist peaty 

soils, full of organic matter, more similar to those achievable in our own environment. This made me 

aware of the importance of soil type as well as altitude when considering how best to cultivate 

certain species. I enjoyed my month in South Africa immensely and felt that there was nowhere near 

enough time to fully explore all the riches that the mountains have to offer. 

 

Figure 34: Ben Ram photographing Protea rupicola 
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Travel

Subsistence

Administration

Equipment

Travel

Subsistence

Administration

Equipment

Budget Breakdown 
As part of the expedition, bursaries were received amounting to £2500 from the RHS. The remaining 

cost was split equally among both members of the team.  

Estimates 
As part of planning for the expedition the following costs were estimated. 

Travel £2,837.39 

Administration £281.25 

Subsistence £1,400.00 

Essential Equipment 0 

Other 0 

Total £4518.64 

 

Actual 
The realised costs are detailed below. 

Travel £2681.67 

Administration £325.25 

Subsistence £1005.38 

Essential Equipment £655.37 

Other 0 

Total £4,667.67 

 

Comparison 
As is the case with expeditions such as this, some costs were overestimated and others 

underestimated. The largest oversight being the amount needed for essential equipment. Overall 

the expedition came in £150 over budget. This represents 3% more than had been expected and is 

partly due the purchase of equipment for taking voucher specimens and preserving cutting material 

whilst in the field.  

Signed: 

 

Robert Blackhall-Miles:   ___________________________________________ 

 

Ben Ram:   ___________________________________________ 
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Appendix I: Maps 

 

Figure 35: Map of Western Cape with areas visited. 1:Kogelberg, 2: Overberg, 3: Boland, 4: Riviersonderend, 5: Marloth, 
6: Boosmansbos, 7: Garcia Pass, 8: Robinson Pass, 9: Outeniqua, 10: Kammanassie 

 

 

Figure 36: Map of Robinson Pass 
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Figure 37: Map of Garcia Pass 

 

Figure 54: Marloth Nature Reserve 
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Figure 38: Haelhoek Sneeukop 

 

 

Figure 39: Galgeberg 
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Figure 40: Kransberg, Outeniqua Hiking Trail 

 

Figure 41: Ridge scramble west of Jonaskop 
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Figure 42: Mannetjiesberg in the Kammanassie Mountains 

 

Figure 43: Kristalkloof cut in from Langkloof to the north 
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Figure 61: Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve and Wemmershoek Peak 
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Figure 62: Hoingberg Trail in Boosmansbos Wilderness Area 
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Appendix II: Cape Nature Permits 
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Appendix III: Seeds Collected 

Locality Name Species 
Lodging 
Code 

Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve Protea amplexicaulis BMR17001 

Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve Protea grandiceps BMR17002 

Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve Protea laurifolia BMR17003 

Robinson Pass Protea eximia BMR17008 

Robinson Pass Leucospermum cuneiforme BMR17009 

Robinson Pass Leucadendron uliginosum ssp uliginosum BMR17010 

Kammanassie Leucadendron rubrum BMR17011 

Outeniqua Mimetes pauciflorus BMR17013 

Outeniqua Leucadendron conicum BMR17014 

Outeniqua Mimetes pauciflorus BMR17015 

Outeniqua Protea cynaroides BMR17016 

Outeniqua Protea mundii BMR17017 

Outeniqua Leucadendron uliginosum ssp uliginosum BMR17018 

Kammanassie Protea punctata BMR17019 

Kammanassie Leucadendron album BMR17020 

Kammanassie Leucadendron rourkii BMR17021 

Kammanassie Protea eximia BMR17022 

Kammanassie Protea scolopendriifolia BMR17023 

Kammanassie Leucadendron singulare BMR17025 

Kammanassie Protea punctata BMR17026 

Kammanassie Spatalla confusa BMR17027 

Kammanassie Protea repens BMR17028 

Kammanassie Protea montana BMR17029 

Outeniqua Paranomus dregei BMR17030 

Garcia Nature Reserve Leucospermum mundii BMR17031 

Garcia Nature Reserve Spatalla parilis BMR17032 

Garcia Nature Reserve Protea grandiceps BMR17034 

Garcia Nature Reserve Protea cynaroides BMR17035 

Garcia Nature Reserve Mimetes cucullatus BMR17036 

Garcia Nature Reserve Protea neriifolia BMR17037 

Garcia Nature Reserve Aulax cancellata BMR17038 

Garcia Nature Reserve Protea aurea ssp. aurea BMR17039 

Garcia Nature Reserve Leucospermum winteri BMR17040 

Garcia Nature Reserve Paranomus dispersus BMR17041a 

Garcia Nature Reserve Leucospermum erubescens BMR17041b 

Horingberg Spatalla nubicola BMR17042 

Horingberg Protea cynaroides BMR17043 

Horingberg Protea speciosa BMR17044 

Horingberg Spatalla nubicola BMR17045 
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Horingberg Spatalla parilis BMR17046 

Galgeberg Serruria gremialis BMR17047 

Galgeberg Protea humiflora BMR17048 

Galgeberg Leucadendron salignum BMR17049 

Galgeberg Leucospermum calligerum BMR17050 

Galgeberg Paranomus dispersus BMR17051 

Galgeberg Protea subulifolia BMR17052 

Galgeberg Protea amplexicaulis BMR17053 

Galgeberg Protea laurifolia BMR17054 

Galgeberg Leucadendron nervosum BMR17055 

Galgeberg Protea cynaroides BMR17056 

Galgeberg Protea nitida BMR17057 

Jonaskop   Protea punctata BMR17063 

Jonaskop   Protea scolopendriifolia BMR17064 

Jonaskop   Protea grandiceps BMR17065 

Jonaskop   Protea neriifolia  BMR17066 

Jonaskop Leucadendron laureolum BMR17067 

Jonaskop Protea repens BMR17068 

Jonaskop Protea magnifica BMR17069 

Jonaskop   Leucospermum calligerum BMR17070 

Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve Protea cynaroides BMR17072 

Limietberg Nature Reserve Protea magnifica BMR17073 

Limietberg Nature Reserve Protea acaulos BMR17075 

Mont Rochelle Nature Reserve Spatalla incurva BMR17076 

Wemmershoek Spatalla setacea BMR17078 
 

The lodging codes are not contiguous because of some observations made with no seeds collected 

which we still recorded. 
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Appendix IV: Analysis of Proteaceae Species Held Ex-Situ 
 

Regarding an analysis of species for collecting for ex-situ conservation purposes, broadly speaking, 

the genus of most concern is Sorocephalus. The following graph shows a break down by genus of 

what proportion of the taxa in the genus are in ex-situ collections, including both seed banks and 

living collections:  

 

For the small genus of Sorocephalus, this means we are currently conserving just two species out of 

11. This is also worrying because Sorocephalus has 5 species which are Endangered and 4 which are 

Critically Endangered. These are unassuming plants which are often difficult to find in the field even 

when they are in flower and often grow at high altitude. The following graph shows a similar 

breakdown by genus but this time using actual number of taxa split by 'In Ex-situ' (blue) and 'Not in 

Ex-Situ' (red), ordered by the latter. 
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Leucadendron is the largest genus in the family and has the most number of species not in ex-situ 

collections (both living and as seed). 

If you consider that GSPC Target 8 prioritises threatened taxa, the following graph, showing which 

genera have the largest proportion of endangered/critical taxa not in ex-situ, again points at 

Sorocephalus needing some attention.  

 

Mimetes and Spatalla are interesting, since although it would be worth collecting seed of these 

endangered taxa, they, along with Sorocephalus, suffer inconsistent (almost non-existant for some 

taxa) germination of their seed and troubled subsequent cultivation on their own roots (as opposed 

to being grafted). This means that some work would be needed to avoid destroying batches of 

precious seed in viability tests as these species do not react in the same manner as other Proteaceae 

genera and have complicated dormancy breaking processes. 

There are 185 threatened Proteaceae taxa from South Africa which are not in the MSB currently.  
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